
P r e f a c e 

This is not a study of the history of nationalist thought 

in Bengal. Tbis is a·study of and· a theoretical approach to the. 

nationalist thought in nineteenth century Bengal. It _is a pieca 

of historical research only to the extent that I have endeavoured 

to make a historical probe into the past in order to facilitate 

a better understanding of the pr~se_nt. My purpose,, therefore, is 

not only to record·the ideas which e~erged from my studies, -but 

to discover and analyse the preceived patt·erns of thought as they 

underwent changes in the course of time. Naturally, I could not. 

adhere to a purely chronolggical. arrangement of historical events; • 

Nor was it my aim too. Rather~ I considered it necessary to present 

certain individuals,. trends and tendencies as parts ~f a self-con

tained whol·e,, which con~tituted a pattern of thought obtaining at 
'-' . . . 

that time. In this_. however, I did not.'~al w1 t'the important issues-
. .., ''""" . :~. 

of Western or Indian political phil''os<?phy •. ~athe~ one ·_could easily 

find some kind of economic analysis of socio.;political ideas •. In 

other words, a relatively greater emphasis-has been placed on mate

rialist-objective level. of analysis. 

This kind of exercise cannot claim to be ~ntirely non

controversial. I do nat make such a claim either. It must be 

admitted that in a work like this evaluation o£ past perceptions 

and events in the light of the present thinking, becomes somewhat 
. ~---:: .. 

inevitable. I have,.. nevertheless,. tried mu best to keep separate 

my exposition of the nationalist thought in nineteenth century 

Bengal and my assessment of them. 
"' 
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University, New Delhi, in following procedures of referencing and 

stylist.-~c requirements of the present study !0 
. -. 
1--

.It is a researcher's obligation to acknowledge the help, 
~ .... 

co-operation and guidance that he has received while engaged in 

this work. Although it is nearly impossible to mention the names 

of all from whom I have received such help and co-operation, 

I shall be failing in my duties if I do not mention some of them. 

l-'ly debts are both to institutions and individuals. I am particularly 

grateful to the Univ~rsity Grants CO»h'1lission for giving me fi..."lancial. 

·assistance for my research, and to the University of North Bengal 

for its financial· assistance on t\.JO small research projects on 

·nineteenth century Bengal. 

I mention with great pleasure that my work was supervised 

by Prof. KoS. Bhattacharya, \·lho a1lowed me. complete freedom in 

pursuing my own ideas while providing me, at the same time, \-lith 

· ·· the ·bene:l;_its of bis vast knowledge in this :field. 

My colleagues and friends who took part in a number of 

discussions at different times will be glad to know th~t I have 

· ... 
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been immensely benefit/-ed by their suggestions. comment.s and 

criticisms. In particular. t' \vould thank Dr .. G.K .. Basu, formerly 

a tE?acher and now a colleague of mine. who offered very useful 

advice regarding rny theoretical f rame\vork and method of study • 

f>'ly tha.L-:lks are also due ·to Dr. B. P" 1-'lisra who helped· me a let by 

making available to me his personal collection of bolliks. I have 

also received a lot of help and encouragement from Prof. Dyutish 

Chakravarti, Prof. Achinty~ Bi.st"as, Prof. C;, Laha, Dr. B.1'~o Chak-

ravarti and Smt .. Gauri Sen. 

t•Iy thanks are also due to the Staff of North Bengal Uni ver-

sity Library and to srnt. Anima Dase Asstt. Librarian of National 

Library, calcutta. Moreover, I am ver".t' appreciative of the meticu-

lous manner in which sri Ashim Kumar Bose handled the unwield¥ mass 

of manuscripts while typing this thesis. 

Acknowledgement of indebtedness and expression of my thank-

.fulness will never be complete unless I mention a fetv words about 

my family members, all<::of \·lhom joined hands together to provide rne 

with the most congenial home-environment which I had found immensely 

conducive to my sus·tained research ~~ox:-k. I am particularly grateful 

to my father, who occassionally came up with valuable suggestions, 

\vhen I vias busy preparing the draft, to ensure improvems-nt in the 

style of my writing and to enable me to 

sion on crucial points. 
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